
ACCU STAR
from 1,000W

to 2,000W

FIBER LASER

METAL SHEET CUTTER

Our ACCU STAR model includes:

Machine main body, gantry, dual servo motor drive system, Z-axis, laser cutting 
head, IPG laser source, control system, software and water chilling system etc.
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Machine Main Features

Equips with IPG laser generator, LEITESEN Rack & Pinion system, IGUS electric cable.

High Rigidity Enhanced Aviation Aluminum Gantry.

Rack and pinion structure, servo drive, secondary annealing treatment of high rigid welding frame 
with high accuracy and stability.

Professional laser cutting software with graphic layout and sharp corner smoothing functions, fast 
piercing & cutting.

Fiber laser has better Industry-leading wall-plug efficiency (around 30%), less power consumption.

Hand controller is available, easy for operation.

Compact design,small footprint.
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   Laser Source

This model equips with IPG fiber laser source,
IPG laser source enjoy the following advantages:

It has a super compact design with the laser housed in a hermetically sealed cabinet.

Industry-leading wall-plug efficiency our lasers are known for has reached over 40%.
The electrical cost savings add up to many tens of thousands of dollars over lifetime 
of a laser.

Record reliability and maintenance-free operation.

Hot redundancy ensures 100% up time with no change in power.
Compact Rugged Design.

ACCU STAR

   Auto focus cutting head:

Z axis motor control focus system, piercing 
time 80% less, suitable for thick metal.

Cutting patterns library will be available for 
operator.

   SMC

(Solenoid Valve)

Solenoid Valve with fast on off 
response speed.

   IGUS Cable

IGUS High flexible cable, suits 
for long term working in chains.

   LEITESEN

Rack & Pinion 
System

SCHNEIDER    
servo motor

The Schneider servo motor 
enjoy fast dynamic response 
speed and performances 
stably. It has high inertia and 
large torque output.
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   Software

Support AI/PLT/Gerber formats, accept Master Cam, Type3 output 
international standard G code.

Lead in/out, cutting compensation, micro joint, bridging, back entry, gap 
cutting etc.

Multiple piercing methods available, separated laser power / frequency / gas 
type / gas pressure / height track can be set during cutting and piercing.
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ACCU STAR

    Leapfrog function: Highly improve the cutting.

Photoelectric edge search:

Fast location and improve processing efficiency.
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ACCU STAR

(optional)

Ultra high pressure 
electronic control 
proportional valve.

0~5 Mpa, control N 2 Pressure, 
help to cut stainless steel.

Automatic switch for O 2 /N 2 
and high pressure air, CNC 
control gas pressure.

(optional)

REXROTH

Precision electronic control 
proportional valve 0~1 Mpa, 
control O2 Pressure, help to 
cut thick carbon steel.

   Power Control:

Allowing corners to be cut with a sharp.

   Flying Cut:

Especially for thin metal sheet, fast cut of 
matrix patterns.

   Automatic lubrication:

The lubrication time period can be set in the software, to 
ensure the accuracy of transmission system, operator just 
need to set up the time break in the software and keep the oil 
container full.
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   Nesting Software (optional)

Adopts CutLeader laser cutting auto-nesting software, with 
Chinese-English version, easy operation. Software has the 
following functions:

Text & image processing

Share-edge cutting

Auto-nesting

Shape corner cutting without melting issue

Multiple cutting applications

Automatic report generation

Dust Collection System

(optional)

The Machine body adopts zoning control design, equipped 
with high power filtration system, to sure no metallic dust in 

the filtered gas, it could meet indoor emission standard.

ACCU STAR

Working Area 5’x10’  (1,525 x 3,050 mm)

Optional Working Area 5’x20’  (1,525 x 6,100 mm)

Laser Source IPG

Laser Type Fiber Laser

Laser Power 1000 / 1500 / 2000W

Transmission System Dual-servo Motor Gantry

Lubrication System Automatic Lubrication  (Lubrication reminder available)

Max Speed 2,362  inch/min

Max Acceleration Speed 0.8 G

Positioning Accuracy ±0.05 mm/1000mm

Repeat Positioning Accuracy ±0.02 mm/1000mm

Supported Graphics CAD, DXF, etc.

Working Environment 0-45 C -  Humidity  80%, no condensation

Power Consumption 18 

Power Supply 3 Phase  380  - 50/ 0H

Dimensions 180 L x 0  x 0 H  (4,5 2 x 2,28  x 1, 8mm)

Weight 6,500 lbs (3,000 kg)

ACCU STAR FIBER LASER CUTTER
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ACCU STAR

Laser Brand IPG Germany

Laser Power 1000~2000W Germany

High Rigidity Body 
Precision gantrymilling, Secondary annealing, Laser 

interferometer calibration.
Han’s YUEMING

Cutting Head Raytools  (Auto-focus) Switzerland

Gantry Optimi ed by finite element analysis. Han’s YUEMING

High rigidity Cast Aviation Aluminum Gantry, improve 
the gantry strength and rigidity and much lighter.

Rack Grinding grade precision rack. GERMANY-LEITESEN

Gear High frequency quenching. GERMANY-LEITESEN

Rail Heavy Duty Precision type. GERMANY-ROUST WORLD

Servo Motor Y 2x1500W, X 1x1000W, Z 1x400W FRANCE- SCHNEIDER

Lubrication System Automatic Han’s YUEMING

Shuttle Tables No

Pressure electronic control 
proportional valve

0~1.0MPa China

High-pressure switch 0~2.5MPa pressure alarm, Gas consumption reminder. China

Reducer Planetary gearbox. FRANCE

PC Lenovo. China

Closed-loop control system
Leapfrog, Sprint piercing,

Photoelectric edge search function.
China

Software Cypcut. CHINA - BO CHU

Electrical system Siemens, Schneider (core components). Germany

Chiller Dual-temperature control. TONGFEI - China

Exhauster 380V - 50/60Hz - 3KW - 2900rpm   HUADA - China

Stabilizer 20-60 KVA China

ACCU STAR MACHINE CONFIGURATION
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   Software Training

"The user is required to have the basic knowledge of the program-
ming design"

After training, the operator can install and use programming 
software independently.

A single part drawing can be prepared; Input the part drawing; 

Make the part cutting plan and production plan.

Able to input the cutting plan into the Machine; Calculate the 
cutting time; Make the production report.

Master the data management.

After the machine is delivered, BESCUTTER will arrange 
technicians to conduct several days training for the machine 

operators. The training contents are as follow.

   Safety Training

Learn the safety knowledge of fiber laser, and pay attention to 
safety protection measures.

Master the necessary safety skills in the operation.
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   Operation Training

Properly independently turn on/off the Machine.

Identify and determine the system information and 
troubleshooting.

Learn the functions of different parts of fiber laser cutting 
Machine: such as CNC control, load and unload the material, 
precautions of fiber laser use, the operation manual, 
independent operation, etc.

Master using the original basic parameters to cut the parts with 
oxygen or nitrogen.

According to the condition of the cutting material, optimize the 
cutting parameters, replace the cutting nozzle.

   Maintenance

Check the Machine independently and complete the basic 
maintenance according to the maintenance requirement.

Through training, the user can learn the basic safety 
procedures for maintenance.

ACCU STAR
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